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Variegated monstera deliciosa borsigiana

Middle cut, rooted Albo Read it before buying a Variegated Monstera. Learn from my mistakes about what not to buy. When I first saw that Monstera Albo, I knew I had to have that plant. At that time, I was a chronic plant killer and owning a $200 plant didn't seem too wise. So, I studied and learned and started with a Monstera Deliciosa. I thought for sure I'd kill it. To my surprise
and joy, it was extremely easy to keep and grow. So, I continued with many more plants. After I got to plant 30 and a year of my Monstera alive and happy. I knew I was ready for an Albo. But I made some mistakes in buying my plant I want to prevent you from doing the same! Albo vs. Thai Constellation fully rooted and pot albo Borsigiana There are two main types of varied
Monsteras. The Albo Borsigiana and the Thai constellations. Albo Borsigiana is actually just one mutated plant. Yes, all the cuttings you see are clones of one mother plant, meaning these plants do not grow from a seed. They should be a clone of the mother plant. That makes the Albo rare and harder to get. The Albo variegation has more of a bright white color and it typically
comes with larger groupings of white on the leaves. Top cut, Thai Constellation with rooted nodes The Thai Constellation also cannot be grown from a seed and is actually developed into a lab and is made from a single tissue sample, they cannot be grown from a seed. However, they are produced in more abundance than the Albo. The Thai Constellation has a lake of a creamy -
yellow color with splashes spread through the leaf akin to a constellation of Color When looking at these plants, it can be tempting to buy the plant with the most variation or an all white leaf. It is important to know that without the green part, the chlorophyaf, the plant cannot grow or feed itself. The white part is essentially a defect that should feed the green part. It's crucial to make
sure your cut has a balance of green and white. If you buy a white plant, it will not survive. Don't do it. Full Albino leaf, nice, but not for reproduction Also note the greens should feed the entire plant that makes these plants slow to grow. If you have a regular Monstera you know they are growing like crazy. Varied Monstera is quite the opposite. They are slow to grow, be extra
patience . Cutting Chances you buy the cut online, do not be blinded by the variegation. You should look at each photo and angle of the cut. Make sure it has the following: a Node. the node is brown root such as structure growing out from under a leaf. If you don't know if you don't see a node, PASS. The plant will never grow without a node and you have paid a lot of money for a
dead leaf. Monstera Albo Node, mid cut Albo with node, mid cut a top cut. Most will advertise as the top cut because the top cut has highest chance of growth and survival. You'll know it's a top cut if there's only one cut point below the node. If you're buying a middle cut, it's not a deal breaker. Just know it will be slower than expected growth Albo middle cutting, can tell by two cuts
(arrows), with small node leaf potential. If the leaf cutting has already sprouted a leaf and is just the shell cutting, but it has a node, it will grow, but its is going to take a long time. Look for a cut that hasn't yet run out a leaf. They have the greatest potential. Top cutting, node, shell leaf and high potential growth leaf. Excellent buy! Try your best to buy a multi-leaf rooted and potted
plant. They have the highest chance of survival since they are an established plant. Seller Find a Reputable Seller. If it's too good to be true, that is. Starting from the time of this article you can expect to pay $100-200 for a single leaf and upwards of $300 for a fully rooted plant. If you see a varied Monstera for a too good to be true price, that is. Walk away. There is no such thing
as Monstera Albo or Thai Constellation seeds. It does not exist since they are clones of a mother plants. If some one tries to sell you varied Monstera seeds it's a scam! Shipping These plants are delicate, the white is easily bruised even well-experienced plant shippers can do just as much to prevent damage. With that in mind, it knows it may be cheaper to buy from and
international seller, but the plant can come in with damaged leaves to be removed. You may need to cut off all the bruised white variegation of the leaves or completely remove the damaged leaf. Good news is plants are resilient and it can come back! Hope this guide helps you pick out the perfect plant that will give you happy new leaves for years, happy shopping! Reach out
with any questions, I'm here to help! Looking to grow a Monstera? check out here. $1,799.00 Shipping calculated at checkout. *NOTE: You will receive the exact plant as photo GENERAL DESCRIPTION: This incredibly rare, elusive, and prestigious variety of Monstera, produces attractive spotted leaves marbled with white color. This somewhat smaller, more manageable variety
than the standard Monstera Deliciosa, and is highly recommended for indoor growth. As an impressive houseplant, it has a distribution/climbing habit, is easy to grow and generally low maintenance plant. THIS PARTICULAR PLANT: One from the custom collection. Not very keen on letting it go, but if it sells, then so be it. This large leafy, beautiful specimen boasts incredible
chunks of white variegation and green marble, not only on its leaf, but also on its trunk. Has a large amount of carrots, which have gone well over from spag. mash to a good blend (5:1:1 - Pine back: Perlite: Turf Moss). Already a new shoot has been pushing through. By. slower growth, (due to high levels of variegation), has great potential to continue producing beautiful leaves.
Note: One of the washing seals on one side of the trunk has fallen off, but the plant is doing well. Would recommend that the buyer be familiar with the care necessary for a plant with higher levels of white variegation. CARE: A humidity is highly recommended. Keep moist during the warmer periods and generally dryer during the winter cooler months. Leaves with a lot of
variegation require protection against sunlight. When the plant actively grows during the warmer months, it needs a little more food and water. Fertilizer (plant food) can be applied as granular slow release grains or as a liquid. SENT: Sent via EXPRESS POST in his pot. We will also be tracking, signature on delivery, and insurance for the full value of the plant with Australia Post.
[Due to quarantine restrictions we cannot offer these plants to buyers in Tasmania, Northern Territory or Western Australia] Orders will be sent on a Monday or Tuesday, with purchases made on Tuesdays after 2pm, sent on the following Monday. We are taking appropriate measures to ensure ALL plants are packed for safe travel, but if your plant is misplaced or damaged by
Australia's post in transit, we take no responsibility as it is out of our control. In addition, when you buy LIVE Plants from our store, you, the customer, accept all the risks associated in its delivery, including but not limited to: the nature of the plant possibly experiencing shock: from travel, and whether the weather/season. Orders that have extra cover, provided by under Australia
Post, may be eligible for compensation in the event that the plant is damaged in transit, under their terms and conditions, as well as discretion. Read more about it on the Australia Post website for domestic shipping, optional extras : The varied Monstera Albo Variegata Borsigiana, the IT plant of 2019 and 2020. The most desired rare houseplant on social media. It's everywhere,
everybody wants it and not a lot of people can get it. This plant is not a rare plant, it is simply currently in very high demand. Cuttings of a varied Monstera are basically gold dust for a seller. Shops have waiting lists for these plants. This is without a doubt the most sought-after plant right now. So, when it comes to selling cuttings from these plants, most vendors will usually sell 1-2
cuttings rooted in moss or other medium and it will be sold to you that way. You should get an isal root or at least some form of root. You can buy full plants, but they are not very common. You'd have to be happy to have one find your local nursery. In general, there are plenty of good sellers who are cuttings of good quality from the Monstera. The problem is there's no way to
keep up with current demand. People will go to extreme lengths to get their hands on these plants. There are many traps you can fall into when you want to buy these plants as scammers use a buyer's lack of knowledge of how this plant grows and how variegation works in plants. People paid up to $200 for a strain of a spotted Monstera without a node from which the plant would
actually be able to grow. This means that people pay up to $200 for something that can never grow into an actual plant. Here's a list of things you need to be aware of before purchasing a Monstera Variegata.1. Cuttings of leaves with limited variegationMany people expect to get that bright white chunky color on their varied Monstera. It's important to understand how the
variegation works to make an informed decision when buying a cut. The variegation on a Monstera Albo is a mutation that the plant will try to correct. This means that over time the plant can begin to produce less and less variegation and eventually become completely green again. Therefore, when browsing for a Monstera cut you should be aware of that the cuttings with leaves
with a small amount of variegation, or cuttings produced from a varied Monstera, but are all green will likely never produce that half moon appearance or a mainly white leaf. On the other hand, a cut with only white or 80-90% white leaves will struggle to propagate, as the leaf does not really give enough energy to the plant, but rather take energy from it. Therefore, when you are
looking for a cut for a varied Monstera look for one that has a decent 50/50 part of white and green color. This will plant you a healthy and easily propagated as well as the possibility of producing more white leaves in the future.2. Sub-par cuttingsThe are not a scam per se, they are viable, but they are not good quality. Examples of this can be a cut with no root growth and no isal
root included, since these cuttings will be very difficult for the buyer to propagate and the buyer will likely fail and end with a dead cut instead of a new plant. The cut can also put some rot on the trunk that will be shown on a photo as a black area on the cut. If the cutting has rot around the node the cutting will be absolutely useless. Another thing to look out for is the condition of
the leaves. If they are brown and burnt, the cut will be very difficult to propagate.3. Monstera Variegata seeds This is a complete scam. You cannot get varied Monstera seeds. The variegation in these Monsteras has not even been passed on to seeds. You cannot produce varied Monstera in this way. The only way you are able to produce a varied Monstera is by the from a slice of
an already varied plant or if your normal Monstera shows this of mutation, but this is a 1:100 000 chance of this. The variegation happens in the plant during the course of the plant's lifetime. People who bought seeds ended up with anything from unrelated plants to seeds that nothing grows and it even happens that people will get tobacco or pieces of wood instead of seeds.4. Wet
rods It is easier to fool on as it looks like a varied Monstera strain, but the problem is that these strains do not have a node and without a node you can get no growth from this. To grow a new plant from a mother plant, you need a node. This is the most important part of the reproduction cutting. You need a node, you need somewhere from which the plant will grow a leaf and
carrots. However, the recommendation is still to buy a plant cut with at least one healthy leaf, an areal root and, of course, a node. You'll see people selling all of the above on sites like Ebay, Etsy, Amazon, and Facebook marketplace. There are many grifters in the plant world. These are just a few issues specific to the varied monstera, but scammers have gone so far as to paint
on paint on a plant and pretend it's a new species. Be aware and do your research if you plan to buy a highly sought after or rare plant. Plant.
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